We should never ____________________ the power of prayer.

Andrew Murray said, “In prayer, we exchange our _____________ for the supernatural strength of __________.” James closes this book by answering 3 questions concerning ______________.

1. ________ Should We Pray?
   A. When We Face _______________. 5:13
   B. When We Are ________________. 5:13
   C. When We Are ___________. 5:14-16
   D. When We Know One Who Is _______. 5:19-20. We should pray that God will ________ the lost and use us as a ______________.

2. ________ Should We Pray?
   A. With ___________________. 5:16    One word explains why many of our prayers are not answered - __________.
   B. With _________________. 5:17-18

3. ________ Should We Pray?
   A. Prayer is ________________. 5:16
   B. Prayer is ________________. 5:16 Verse 17 reminds us that we do not have to be ________________ in order to get our prayers answered.

---------------------------
Powerful     When     Save     Intensity     Underestimate     Sin
Trouble     Integrity     Effective     Lost     Prayer     Sick     Why
God     Witness     Perfect     Happy     Strength     How

----------------------------------